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Abstract. Supervised deep networks are among the best methods for
finding correspondences in stereo image pairs. Like all supervised ap-
proaches, these networks require ground truth data during training. How-
ever, collecting large quantities of accurate dense correspondence data
is very challenging. We propose that it is unnecessary to have such
a high reliance on ground truth depths or even corresponding stereo
pairs. Inspired by recent progress in monocular depth estimation, we
generate plausible disparity maps from single images. In turn, we use
those flawed disparity maps in a carefully designed pipeline to gener-
ate stereo training pairs. Training in this manner makes it possible to
convert any collection of single RGB images into stereo training data.
This results in a significant reduction in human effort, with no need
to collect real depths or to hand-design synthetic data. We can con-
sequently train a stereo matching network from scratch on datasets like
COCO, which were previously hard to exploit for stereo. Through exten-
sive experiments we show that our approach outperforms stereo networks
trained with standard synthetic datasets, when evaluated on KITTI,
ETH3D, and Middlebury. Code to reproduce our results is available at
https://github.com/nianticlabs/stereo-from-mono/.
Keywords: stereo matching, correspondence training data
1 Introduction
Given a pair of scanline rectified images, the goal of stereo matching is to estimate
the per-pixel horizontal displacement (i.e. disparity) between the corresponding
location of every pixel from the first view to the second, or vice versa. This is
typically framed as a matching problem, where the current best performance is
achieved by deep stereo networks e.g. [73,25,5,76]. These networks rely on expen-
sive to obtain ground truth correspondence training data, for example captured
with LiDAR scanners [20,21,52]. Synthetic data is a common alternative; given
a collection of 3D scenes, large quantities of artificially rendered stereo pairs can
be created with ground truth disparities [43,14,18,4]. Deployment in novel real
scenes currently hinges on finetuning with additional correspondence data from
that target domain. Assuming access to stereo pairs, a promising alternative
could be to do self-supervised finetuning using image reconstruction losses and
no ground truth correspondence. Unfortunately, self-supervised performance is
still short of supervised methods for real domains [80,57,59].
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Fig. 1: Training stereo correspondence from monocular data. Deep stereo net-
works are typically trained on synth ic data, with per-dataset finetuning when ground
truth disparity is available. We instead train on real images, which we convert to tuples
of stereo training data using off-the-shelf monocular depth estimation. Our approach
offers better generalization to new datasets, fewer visual artifacts, and improved scores.
We tackle the problem of generating training data for deep stereo matching
networks. Recent works have shown that pretraining on large amounts of noisily
labeled data improves performance on image classification [71,55,62,41]. A sim-
ilar approach has not, to the best of our knowledge, been applied to training
stereo matching networks. We introduce a fully automatic stereo data synthesis
approach which only requires a collection of single images as input. In doing
so, we open up the data available for deep stereo matching to any 2D image.
Our approach uses a monocular depth estimation network to predict a dispar-
ity map for each training image. We refine this initial prediction before using
it to synthesize a corresponding stereo pair from a new viewpoint, taking care
to address issues associated with occlusions and collisions. Using natural im-
ages, as opposed to synthetic ones, ensures that the stereo network sees realistic
textures and layouts, with plausible disparity maps during training. We show
that networks trained from monocular data, or even low quality depth, provide
an informative signal when generating training data. This is because the stereo
network still has to learn how to perform dense matching between the real in-
put image and our synthesized new view. In our experiments, we show that
progressively better monocular depth yields gains in stereo matching accuracy.
This suggests that our method will benefit ‘for free’ as future monocular depth
networks, including self-supervised ones, improve further. We also show that in-
creasing the amount of monocular derived training data also increases stereo
performance. We present an example of a stereo network trained with our data
compared to using conventional synthetic data in Fig. 1.
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We make the following contributions:
1. A fully automatic pipeline for generating stereo training data from unstruc-
tured collections of single images, given a depth-from-color model.
2. A comparison to different approaches for stereo pair synthesis, showing that
even simple approaches can produce useful stereo training data.
3. A detailed experimental evaluation across multiple domains with different
stereo algorithms, showing that our generated training data enables better
generalization to unseen domains than current synthetic datasets.
2 Related Work
Stereo Matching — Traditionally, matching between stereo image pairs was
posed as an energy minimization problem consisting of separate, hand-designed,
appearance matching and data smoothness terms e.g. [26,69,3]. [33,75] instead
learned the appearance matching term while still retaining conventional stereo
methods for the additional processing. Subsequently, fully end-to-end approaches
replaced the entire conventional stereo matching pipeline [43,31]. Recent ad-
vances have focused on improving stereo network architectures and training
losses. This has included innovations like spatial pyramids [5] and more so-
phisticated approaches for regularizing the generated cost volume [76,77,8]. In
this work, we propose an approach for generating training data for deep stereo
matching algorithms that is agnostic to the choice of stereo network. Our exper-
iments across multiple different stereo networks show consistent improvements,
independent of the underlying architecture used.
Just as recent works have adapted stereo models to help improve monocular
depth estimation [24,40,60,68], in our work we leverage monocular models to
improve stereo. This is related to concurrent work [1], where a monocular com-
pletion network is utilized to help self-supervised stereo. However, in contrast to
these approaches, we do not require stereo pairs or ground truth disparity for
data synthesis, but instead use monocular depth networks to generate training
data for stereo networks.
Stereo Training Data — While deep stereo algorithms have proven very
successful, the best performing methods are still fully supervised and thus require
large quantities of stereo pairs with ground truth correspondence data at training
time [21,52]. Acquiring this data for real world scenes typically involves specially
designed depth sensing hardware, coupled with conventional intensity cameras
for capturing scene appearance e.g. [20,21,52]. In addition to currently being
laborious and expensive, these commonly used laser-based depth sensors are
limited in the types of scenes they can operate in e.g. no direct sunlight.
Other potential sources of stereo data include static stereo cameras [70],
internet videos [63], 3D movies [48], and multi-view images [37]. Crucially how-
ever, these images do not come with ground truth correspondence. Estimating
disparity for these images is especially challenging due to issues such as negative
disparity values in the case of 3D movies and extreme appearance changes over
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time in multi-view image collections. These issues make it difficult to apply con-
ventional stereo algorithms to process the data. It also poses a ‘chicken and egg’
problem, as we first need accurate stereo to extract reliable correspondences.
Synthetically rendered correspondence data is an attractive alternative as
it leverages 3D graphics advances in place of specialized hardware. One of the
first large-scale synthetic datasets for stereo matching consisted of simple 3D
primitives floating in space [43]. Other synthetic datasets have been proposed to
better match the statistics of real world domains, such as driving scenes [14,18,4]
or indoor man-made environments [36,65]. With synthetic data, it is also possible
to vary properties of the cameras viewing the scene (e.g. the focal length) so the
trained models can be more robust to these variations at test time [77].
While dense correspondence networks can be trained from unrealistic syn-
thetic data [13,42], the best performance is still achieved when synthetic training
data is similar in appearance and depth to the target domain [77], and most net-
works still finetune on stereo pairs from the target domain for state-of-the-art
performance e.g. [5,76,77]. This suggests that the goal of general stereo match-
ing by training with just synthetic data has not yet been reached. It is possible
to simulate stereo training data that matches the target domain, e.g. [60,14,77].
However, constructing varied scenes with realistic shape and appearance requires
significant manual effort, and can be expensive to render. We perform experi-
ments that show that our approach to generating training data generalizes better
to new scenes, while requiring no manual effort to create.
Image Augmentation Based Training Data — An alternative to using
computer generated synthetic data is to synthesize images by augmenting nat-
ural training images with pre-defined and known pixel-level transformations.
The advantage of this approach is that it mostly retains the realistic appear-
ance information of the input images. One simple method is to apply a random
homography to an input image to create its corresponding matching pair [12].
Alternative methods include more sophisticated transformations such as pasting
one image, or segmented foreground object, on top of another background im-
age [13,42,29], random non-rigid deformations of foreground objects [30,56,34],
and using supervised depth and normals to augment individual objects [2].
Augmentation-based approaches are largely heuristic and do not produce re-
alistic correspondence data due to their inability to model plausible occlusions
and depth. In contrast, we use off-the-shelf networks trained for monocular depth
estimation to guide our image synthesis, so depths and occlusions are plausible.
We perform experimental comparisons with existing image augmentation ap-
proaches and show superior performance with our method.
Domain Adaptation for Stereo — There is a large body of work that ex-
plores the problem of domain adaptation in stereo by addressing the domain
gap between synthetic training data and real images. Existing approaches use
additional supervision in the form of highly confident correspondences [57], apply
iterative refinement [46], meta-learning [58], consistency checks [80,78], occlusion
reasoning [35], or temporal information [59,66]. In the context of fully supervised
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Fig. 2: Overview of our data generation approach. We use off-the-shelf monocu-
lar depth estimation to synthesize stereo training pairs from single images. We convert
estimated depth to a sharpened disparity map, and then forward warp pixels from the
input left image Il to create a plausible and geometrically accurate right image I˜r.
adaptation, [77] proposed a novel domain normalization layer to account for sta-
tistical differences between different data domains.
To address the domain adaptation problem we propose a method for auto-
matically synthesizing large quantities of diverse stereo training data from single
image collections. We show that our approach results in a large performance in-
crease when testing on domains that have not been seen at all during training.
3 Method
Supervised training of deep stereo networks requires rectified pairs of color im-
ages Il and Ir, together with a ground truth disparity map D.
1 We propose a
method to create plausible tuples of training data (Il, I˜r, D˜) from collections of
individual and unrelated input images. We use a pretrained monocular depth
network to estimate a plausible depth map Z for an image Il, which we then
use to synthesize I˜r and D˜. This section describes in detail the important design
decisions required at each step of this process. Our goal here is similar to works
that synthesize novel views of a single image e.g. [9,82]. However, our aim is to
synthesize a new view together with a geometrically correct depth map aligned
with the input image, which is non-trivial to obtain from existing methods. We
choose a simple and efficient algorithm for this based on pixel manipulation,
which we found to be surprisingly effective.
3.1 Stereo Training Data from Monocular Depth
At test time, a monocular depth estimation network g takes as input a single
color image, and for each pixel estimates the depth Z to the camera,
Z = g(I). (1)
1 For simplicity of notation we assume that disparity and depth maps are all aligned
to the left input image Il.
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These monocular networks can be parameterized as deep neural networks that
are trained with ground truth depth [16] or via self-supervision [19,22,81]. To
train our stereo network we need to covert the estimated depth Z to a disparity
map D˜. To achieve our aim of generalizable stereo matching, we want to sim-
ulate stereo pairs with a wide range of baselines and focal lengths. We achieve
this by converting depth to disparity with D˜ = sZmaxZ , where s is a randomly
sampled (uniformly from [dmin, dmax]) scaling factor which ensures the generated
disparities are in a plausible range.
Our goal is to synthesize a right image I˜r from the input ‘left’ image Il and the
predicted disparity D˜. The disparity map and the color image are both aligned to
the left image Il, so backward warping [53,19] is not appropriate. Instead, we use
D˜ to synthesize a stereo pair I˜r via forward warping [53]. For each pixel i in Il, we
translate it D˜i pixels to the left, and perform interpolation of the warped pixel
values to obtain I˜r. Due to the nature of forward warping, I˜r will contain missing
pixel artifacts due to occluded regions, and in some places collisions will occur
when multiple pixels will land at the same location. Additionally, monocular
networks often incorrectly predict depths around depth discontinuities, resulting
in unrealistic depth maps. Handling these issues is key to synthesising realistic
stereo pairs, as we demonstrate in our ablation experiments.
3.2 Handling Occlusion and Collisions
Naively synthesizing images based on the estimated disparity will result in two
main sources of artifacts: occlusion holes and collisions. Occluded regions are
pixels in one image in a stereo pair which are not visible in the corresponding
image [64]. In the forward warping process, pixels in I˜r with no match in Il
manifest themselves as holes in the reconstructed image I˜r. While the synthesized
image gives an accurate stereo pair for Il, the blank regions result in unnatural
artifacts. We can increase the realism of the synthesized image by filling the
missing regions with a texture from a randomly selected image Ib from our
training set, following [15]. We perform color transfer between Il and Ib using
[49] to obtain Iˆb. We subsequently set all missing pixels in I˜r to the values of
Iˆb at the corresponding positions. This results in textures from natural images
being copied into the missing regions of I˜r. Separately, collisions are pixels that
appear in Il but are not in I˜r, and thus multiple pixels from Il can map to the
same point in I˜r. For collisions, we select the pixel from Il which has the greater
disparity value since these pixels are closer and should be visible in both images.
3.3 Depth Sharpening
As opposed to realistic sharp discontinuities, monocular depth estimation net-
works typically produce blurry edges at depth discontinuities [47]. When forward
warping during image synthesis this leads to ‘flying pixels’ [50], where individual
pixels are warped to empty regions between two depth surfaces. In Fig. 3 we ob-
serve this phenomenon for the monocular depth network of [48]. Not correcting
this problem would result in a collection of synthesized training images where
the stereo matching algorithm is expected to match pixels in Il to individual,
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Fig. 3: Depth map sharpening. Depth maps from monocular depth networks typ-
ically have ‘blurry’ edges, which manifest themselves as flying pixels in I˜r (b). Our
depth sharpening method reduces the effect of flying pixels (c). Models trained with
depth sharpening have better scores (Table 4) and fewer visual artifacts; (e) versus (f).
isolated pixels in I˜r; a highly unrealistic test-time scenario. To address flying pix-
els in our synthesized I˜r images we perform depth sharpening. We identify flying
pixels as those for which the disparity map has a Sobel edge filter response of
greater than 3 [54,27]. These pixels are then assigned the disparity of the nearest
‘non-flying’ pixel in image space. We use this corrected disparity map for both
image sampling and when training our stereo networks.
3.4 Implementation Details
Training Details — Unless otherwise stated, we use the widely-used PSMNet
hourglass network variant [5] for stereo matching, using the official architec-
ture and training code. We train all models with a batch size of 2 for 250,000
steps, equivalent to 7 epochs of the Sceneflow dataset [43]. With the exception
of some baselines, we do not use any synthetic data when training our mod-
els. We follow [5] in using a learning rate of 0.001 for all experiments. Unless
otherwise stated, we perform monocular depth estimation using MiDaS [48], a
network with a ResNeXt-101 [72] backbone, trained on a mixture of monocular
and stereo datasets including 3D movies. Their training depths were generated
by running a supervised optical flow network [28] on their stereo training pairs.
Our networks are set to predict a maximum disparity of 192. We set dmin = 50
and dmax = 225, which produces training images with a diverse range of base-
lines and focal lengths, including stereo pairs with disparity ranges outside the
network’s modeling range for further robustness to test time scenarios. During
training, we take crops of size 608×320. If images are smaller than these dimen-
sions (or significantly larger, e.g. Mapillary [44]), we isotropically resize to match
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the constraining dimension. Additionally, we follow PSMNet [5] by performing
ImageNet [11] normalization on all images.
Training Images — Our method allows us to train using any color images.
To maximise the ability of our algorithm to learn to adapt to different test
domains, we train models on a combination of varied single image datasets which
we call the ‘Mono for Stereo’ dataset, or MfS. MfS comprises all the training
images (without depth or semantic labels) from COCO 2017 [39], Mapillary
Vistas [44], ADE20K [79], Depth in the Wild [6], and DIODE [61] (see Fig. 1 for
examples). This results in 597,727 training images, an order of magnitude more
than Sceneflow’s 35,454 training pairs, from which we use a random subset of
500,000, unless stated otherwise.
Color Augmentation — Cameras in a stereo pair are typically nominally iden-
tical. However, each image in a pair may have slightly different white balancing,
lens geometry, glare, and motion blur. To account for these differences when
training stereo networks we augment I˜r with pixel-level noise with standard de-
viation 0.05, and we randomly adjust contrast, brightness, saturation, and hue
with ranges of ±0.2, ±0.2, ±0.2, and ±0.01. Finally, with 50% probability, we
add Gaussian blur to I˜r with kernel size σ ∼ Unif [0, 1]. Interestingly, we observe
that these simple augmentations also significantly improve the performance of
the baseline stereo models trained on Sceneflow [43] alone.
4 Experiments
In this section we present experimental results to validate our approach to stereo
data generation. Our experiments show that:
1. Our approach produces better and more general stereo matching networks
compared to training on alternative sources of data, such as synthetic scenes
2. We are robust to errors in monocular depth predictions, and we perform well
regardless of the source of monocular training data
3. Our design decisions are sensible, validated through ablation of our method
4. Our performance gains are agnostic to the stereo architecture used
5. As the amount of generated data increases, so does stereo performance
6. Finetuning models trained with our approach compared to synthetic data
with ground truth disparity results in better performance.
4.1 Evaluation Datasets and Metrics
We evaluate multiple stereo models on a variety of datasets to demonstrate
generality of our approach. Our test datasets are: (i) KITTI 2012 and 2015
[21,20]: real-world driving scenes with LiDAR ground truth, (ii) ETH3D [52]:
grayscale stereo pairs from indoor and outdoor environments, again with LiDAR
ground truth, and (iii) Middlebury [51]: high-resolution stereo pairs with struc-
tured light ground truth. Middlebury and ETH3D are particularly compelling
for demonstrating general-purpose stereo matching as their training data is very
limited, with just 15 and 27 pairs respectively. Note that we never train on any
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Table 1: Our approach outperforms alternative stereo training data gener-
ation methods. Each row represents a single PSMNet trained with a different data
synthesis approach, without any dataset-specific finetuning. We can see that simple
synthesis methods still produce valuable training data. However, our approach in the
bottom row, which incorporates a monocular depth network [48], outperforms even
synthetic Sceneflow data. Numbers here are directly comparable to Table 3, showing
we beat the baselines no matter what depth network or training data we use.
Synthesis approach Training data KITTI ’12 KITTI ’15 Middlebury ETH3D
EPE >3px EPE >3px EPE >2px EPE >1px
Affine warps (e.g. [12]) MfS 3.74 14.78 2.33 14.94 21.50 61.19 1.28 24.21
Random pasted shapes (e.g. [42]) MfS 2.45 11.89 1.49 7.57 11.38 40.37 0.77 14.19
Random superpixels MfS 1.46 6.58 1.31 6.28 11.87 32.70 2.21 16.34
Synthetic Sceneflow [43] 1.04 5.76 1.19 5.80 9.42 34.99 1.25 13.04
SVSM selection module [40] MfS 1.04 5.66 1.10 5.47 8.45 31.34 0.57 11.61
Ours MfS 0.95 4.43 1.04 4.75 6.33 26.42 0.53 8.17
of these datasets, with the exception of KITTI finetuning experiments in Sec-
tion 4.6. For Middlebury, we evaluate on the 15 training images provided for the
official stereo benchmark. We report results on the full training set for the two
view benchmark for ETH3D. For both KITTI 2012 and 2015 we evaluate on the
validation set from [5], and provide the image indices in the supplementary mate-
rial. For all datasets we report end-point-error (EPE) and the thresholded error
rate: the % of pixels with predicted disparity more than τ pixels from the ground
truth, e.g. >3px. Unless otherwise stated, we evaluate every pixel for which there
is a valid ground truth disparity value (i.e. we include occluded pixels). We only
report scores with the most commonly reported value of τ for each dataset. Fi-
nally, we show qualitative results on Flickr1024 [67], a diverse dataset of stereo
pairs originally captured by internet users for stereoscopic viewing.
4.2 Comparison to Alternative Data Generation Methods
In our first experiment, we compare our approach to alternative baseline meth-
ods for stereo data generation. To do this, we train a PSMNet stereo network
using data generated by each of the baselines and compare the network’s stereo
estimation performance on three held out datasets. We compare to: (i) Affine
warps: warps of single images similar to [12], (ii) Random pasted shapes:
our implementation of the optical flow data generation method of [42], adapted
for stereo training, (iii) Random superpixels: where we initialise a disparity
map as a plane, and assign disparity values drawn uniformly from [dmin, dmax] to
randomly selected image superpixels [17], (iv) Synthetic: 35K synthetic image
pairs from Sceneflow [43], and (v) SVSM selection module: our implementa-
tion of the selection module from [40], where I˜r is the weighted sum of shifted left
images, with weightings derived from the depth output of [48]. With the excep-
tion of the synthetic baseline, all results use the MfS dataset to synthesize stereo
pairs. Detailed descriptions are in the supplementary material. Table 1 shows
that our fully automatic approach outperforms all of these methods. Qualitative
results are in Figs. 1, 6 and 5.
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(a) Input (left) image (b) Mono estimation [48] (c) Our stereo estimation
Fig. 4: We can recover from errors in monocular depth estimation. Problems
present in monocular depths (b), such as missing objects and uneven ground do not
transfer to our eventual stereo predictions (c).
(a) Input (left) image (b) Affine warps (c) Random pasted shapes
(d) Random superpixels (e) Ours (PSMNet) (f) Ours (GANet)
Fig. 5: Comparison to baseline data generation methods. We show that simple
image synthesis can be a surprisingly effective method for generating stereo training
data e.g. (c) and (d). However, our approach produces sharper and cleaner disparities,
whether using PSMNet (e) or the larger GANet (f).
4.3 Model Architecture Ablation
In Table 2 we use our data synthesis approach to train three different stereo
matching networks. With the exception of iResNet [38], we used the same ar-
chitectures and training code provided by the original authors, and trained each
model for 250,000 iterations from scratch. For fair comparison, we also trained
the same models without our data but instead with Sceneflow using the same
color augmentations described in Section 3.4. Interestingly, we observe that this
results in an improvement over the publicly released model snapshots. We see
that our approach consistently outperforms Sceneflow training irrespective of
the stereo network used.
Table 2: Our approach is agnostic to stereo model architecture. We compare
three diverse stereo architectures, from the lightweight iResnet [38], through to the
computationally expensive, but state-of-the-art, GANet [76]. Rows marked with † use
the publicly released model weights. We see that our synthesized data (MfS) consis-
tently performs better than training with the synthetic Sceneflow dataset.
Architecture Training data KITTI ’12 KITTI ’15 Middlebury ETH3D
EPE >3px EPE >3px EPE >2px EPE >1px
iResnet [38] Sceneflow 1.07 6.40 1.15 5.98 12.13 41.65 1.57 17.90
iResnet [38] MfS 0.93 5.38 1.15 5.75 8.52 33.36 0.61 11.65
PSMNet [5]† Sceneflow 6.06 25.38 6.04 25.07 17.54 54.60 1.21 19.52
PSMNet [5] Sceneflow 1.04 5.76 1.19 5.80 9.42 34.99 1.25 13.04
PSMNet [5] MfS 0.95 4.43 1.04 4.75 6.33 26.42 0.53 8.17
GANet [76]† Sceneflow 1.30 7.97 1.51 9.52 11.88 37.34 0.48 8.19
GANet [76] Sceneflow 0.96 5.24 1.14 5.43 9.81 32.20 0.48 9.45
GANet [76] MfS 0.81 4.31 1.02 4.56 5.66 24.41 0.43 6.62
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Table 3: Stereo performance improves with better monocular depths. Here
we train PSMNet with MfS and our data synthesis approach without any dataset-
specific finetuning. Each row uses a different monocular depth network, each with a
different architecture and source of supervision. As expected, better monocular depth
gives improved stereo matching, but all are competitive compared to synthetic training
data. Below each row we show the % difference relative to the Sceneflow baseline.
Monocular Monocular KITTI ’12 KITTI ’15 Middlebury ETH3D
model training data EPE >3px EPE >3px EPE >2px EPE >1px
DiW [6] Human labelling 0.93 5.08 1.13 6.05 9.96 32.96 0.63 12.23
-10.6 -11.8 -5.0 4.3 5.7 -5.8 -49.6 -6.2
Monodepth2 (M) [23] KITTI Monocular 0.92 5.01 1.10 5.11 9.41 30.76 0.60 12.56
-11.5 -13.0 -7.6 -11.9 -0.1 -12.1 -52.0 -3.7
Megadepth [37] SfM reconstructions 0.89 4.29 1.07 4.96 7.66 28.86 0.54 10.41
-14.4 -25.5 -10.1 -14.5 -18.7 -17.5 -56.8 -20.2
MiDaS [48] 3D Movies + others 0.95 4.43 1.04 4.75 6.33 26.42 0.53 8.17
-8.7 -23.1 -12.6 -18.1 -32.8 -24.5 -57.6 -37.3
Sceneflow baseline 1.04 5.76 1.19 5.80 9.42 34.99 1.25 13.04
4.4 Comparing Different Monocular Depth Networks
The majority of our experiments are performed using monocular depth from
MiDaS [48], which itself is trained with a variety of different datasets e.g. flow
derived pseudo ground truth and structured light depth. In Table 3 we show
that our approach still produces competitive stereo performance when we use
alternative monocular networks that have been trained using much weaker super-
vision. This includes using monocular video only self-supervision on the KITTI
dataset (Monodepth2 (M) [23]), pairwise ordinal human annotations (DiW [6])
and multi-view image collections (Megadepth [37]). It is worth noting that even
though Megadepth [37] training depth is computed from unstructured image
collections, without using any trained correspondence matching, using it to syn-
thesize training data still outperforms the synthetic Sceneflow baseline. This
is likely due to the fact that stereo matching is fundamentally different from
monocular depth estimation, and even potentially unrealistic disparity informa-
tion can help the stereo network learn how to better match pixels. While the
recent MiDaS [48] performs best overall, we observe a consistent performance
increase in stereo estimation with better monocular depth. This is very encour-
aging, as it indicates that our performance may only get better in future as
monocular depth networks improve. We also show qualitatively in Fig. 4 how
our stereo predictions can recover from errors made by monocular models.
4.5 Ablating Components of Our Method
In Table 4 we train stereo networks with data synthesized with and without
depth sharpening and background texture filling (i.e. Ib). For the case where we
do not use background texture filling we simply leave black pixels. We observe
that disabling these components results in worse stereo performance compared
to the full pipeline, with Fig. 3 demonstrating the qualitative impact of depth
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Table 4: Depth sharpening and background filling helps. Disabling depth sharp-
ening and background filling hurts PSMNet stereo performance when trained on MfS.
KITTI ’12 KITTI ’15 Middlebury ETH3D
Sharpening Background filling EPE >3px EPE >3px EPE >2px EPE >1px
7 3 1.02 4.75 1.06 4.76 7.57 28.16 0.47 8.21
3 7 0.96 4.81 1.10 5.27 7.11 27.22 0.68 8.70
3 3 0.95 4.43 1.04 4.75 6.33 26.42 0.53 8.17
sharpening. This highlights the importance of realistic image synthesis. A more
sophisticated warping approach [45] or inpainting with a neural network [74]
should increase the realism and is left as future work. We instead opt for a
simple warping and background filling approach for computational efficiency,
which allows us to generate new views online during training.
4.6 Adapting to the Target Domain
Our method allows us to train a generalizable stereo network which outperforms
baselines. However, in cases where we have data from the target domain, e.g.
in the form of single unpaired images, stereo pairs, or stereo pairs with ground
truth LiDAR. We compare adaptation with each of these data sources in Table 5.
First, we train on stereo pairs generated from the KITTI left images with our
method, using the 29K KITTI images from the 33 scenes not included in the
KITTI 2015 stereo training set and monocular predictions from [48]. For KITTI
self-supervised finetuning, we follow the method proposed in [24] using the
stereo image pairs from the same 33 scenes. Finally, for KITTI LiDAR we
finetune on 160 training images and point clouds (following [5]) for 200 epochs.
We give results for unoccluded pixels (Noc) and all pixels (All); see [5] for more
details of the metrics. We outperform Sceneflow pretraining in all cases.
4.7 Varying the Amount of Training Data
In Table 6 we train a PSMNet stereo network by varying the amount of training
images from our MfS dataset while keeping the monocular network (MiDaS [48])
fixed. We observe that as the number of training images increases so does stereo
Table 5: KITTI 2015 finetuning. All trained by us on PSMNet. Our data gener-
ation approach, when finetuned on KITTI LiDAR data (last row), results in superior
performance when compared to Sceneflow pretraining and KITTI finetuning (4th row).
†Sceneflow models cannot be finetuned on single KITTI images without our method.
Pretraining Finetuning method EPE Noc >3px Noc EPE All >3px All
Sceneflow None 1.18 5.62 1.19 5.80
Sceneflow KITTI left images † † † †
Sceneflow KITTI self-supervised 1.03 4.90 1.05 5.07
Sceneflow KITTI LiDAR 0.73 2.21 0.74 2.36
Ours with MfS None 1.02 4.57 1.04 4.75
Ours with MfS KITTI left images 1.00 4.44 1.01 4.58
Ours with MfS KITTI self-supervised 1.00 4.57 1.01 4.71
Ours with MfS KITTI LiDAR 0.68 2.05 0.69 2.15
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Table 6: Performance improves with more synthesized images. Here we train
PSMNet with varying numbers of images from our MfS dataset using our synthesis
approach, without any finetuning to the test datasets. As expected, more training data
improves the stereo network, even outperforming synthetic data. Note that all models
were trained for 250K steps. Below each results row we show the % difference relative
to the Sceneflow baseline.
Monocular Dataset # of images KITTI ’12 KITTI ’15 Middlebury ETH3D
model EPE >3px EPE >3px EPE >2px EPE >1px
Megadepth [37] MfS 35,000 0.88 4.47 1.25 5.52 9.31 28.13 0.59 12.24
-15.4 -22.4 -3.4 -4.8 -1.2 -19.6 -52.8 -6.1
Megadepth [37] MfS 500,000 0.89 4.29 1.07 4.96 7.66 28.86 0.54 10.41
-14.4 -25.5 -10.1 -14.5 -18.7 -17.5 -56.8 -20.2
MiDaS [48] MfS 35,000 0.87 4.35 1.09 5.06 6.77 28.86 0.56 8.18
-16.3 -24.5 -8.4 -12.8 -28.1 -17.5 -55.2 -29.6
MiDaS [48] MfS 500,000 0.95 4.43 1.04 4.75 6.33 26.42 0.53 8.17
-8.7 -23.1 -12.6 -18.1 -32.8 -24.5 -57.6 -37.3
Sceneflow baseline 35,454 1.04 5.76 1.19 5.80 9.42 34.99 1.25 13.04
performance. Even in the smallest data regime (35K images), which is compara-
ble in size to Sceneflow [43], we still outperform training on the synthetic data
alone in all metrics. This indicates that it is not just the power of the monocular
network that drives our performance, but the large and varied image set that
we make available to stereo training.
5 Discussion
Many of our results used the monocular depth estimation network from [48],
which was trained on a mixture of datasets including stereo pairs, which in turn
had their depth estimated using an optical flow network trained on synthetic
data [28]. However, experiments in Table 3 show we perform well regardless of
the source of data used to train the underlying monocular estimator, with good
predictions with depth estimation networks trained on SfM reconstructions [37]
or monocular video sequences [23]. In fact, even the naive ‘disparity estimation’
methods in Table 1 generate reasonable stereo training data. Furthermore, we
observe in Table 6 that as we increase the amount of training images our stereo
performance improves. This indicates the power of the new additional training
data that our approach makes available for stereo training.
6 Conclusion
We presented a fully automatic pipeline for synthesizing stereo training data from
single monocular images. We showed that our approach is robust to the source of
monocular depth and results in a significant increase in test-time generalization
performance for multiple different stereo algorithms. Importantly, our approach
enables the possibility of converting any monocular image into stereo training
data, opening up the door to using existing large image collections to improve
stereo estimation. In future we intend to explore different ways to automatically
estimate the quality of our synthesized data [7] and approaches for performing
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additional augmentations during training [10]. Another interesting question is
if we can use our improved stereo networks to train better monocular depth
networks, e.g. by providing sparse depth cues [32,68,60], which in turn could be
used to further improve stereo with our method.
Acknowledgements — Large thanks to Aron Monszpart for help with baseline
code, to Grace Tsai for feedback, and Sara Vicente for suggestions for baseline
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Fig. 6: Qualitative Results. Comparing our synthetic data generation approach with
Sceneflow, using a PSMNet model trained on both. Our predictions benefit from se-
mantically plausible depths at training time and have fewer artifacts.
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